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OUR PORTFOLIO

INSB CLASS

INSB

Our actions
CLASS

define us
SHIPPING
We offer accredited ship classification,
technical appraisals and statutory
compliance verifications, for a versatile
fleet configuration.

INSB CLASS
Headquarters, Piraeus
37.937463 , 23.641106
370N, 230W

YACHTING
Our yachting services portfolio lists
classification and safety certification
services for yachts, either private or
engaged in commercial trade.

OFFSHORE
We support the offshore sector by offering
classification and technical solutions
for various offshore assets and floating
installations.

ENVIRONMENTAL
INSB Class has been supporting ship operators
with ship classification and IMO regulation
compliance for over 45 years by providing quality,
objective and impartial technical services.
We continue to build trust in shipping, yachting,
and offshore and evolve trusted relationships with
maritime stakeholders by aligning the values,
expertise, and competencies of the INSB Class
people with our corporate mission and our strong
maritime culture for safety and performance.

By verifying compliance with
environmental standards used in
international shipping, we help make the
marine world a greener place.

GREEK SHIPPING
We examine and certify the safety and
compliance of Greek domestic vessels
and help them improve operational
performance and service capabilities.

Building trust. Shaping Safety
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HIGHLIGHTS

INSB CLASS
ASSET “COLGA”
TYPE: SELF ELEV.PLATFORM
L x B: 64,55 x 60 MTS

Fleet
Highlights
2021

GT: 9352 | BUILT: 1982
FLAG: ST. VINCENT & THE

YACHT “JO I”

GRENADINES

TYPE: COMMERCIAL YACHT
LENGTH: 49,5 MTS
GT: 496 | BUILT: 2004
FLAG: MALTA

The INSB Class Fleet Register is made up of various types
of ships with varying operational patterns, demonstrating
international ship operators’ growing trust in our
classification service chain within the Shipping, Yachting
and Offshore domains.

B/C “LUNE B”
TYPE: BULK CARRIER
LENGTH : 178,08 MTS
DWT: 45621 | BUILT: 1998
FLAG: PALAU

M/T “RELIABLE”
ASSET “AXIMA”

TYPE: OIL TANKER
LENGTH : 230,67 MTS

TYPE: SELF ELEV. PLATFORM

DWT: 108468 | BUILT: 1999

L x B: 71,13 x 67,67 MTS

FLAG: ST. VINCENT AND THE

GT: 7417 | BUILT: 2008

GRENADINES

FLAG: ST. VINCENT & THE
GRENADINES
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WORLDWIDE NETWORK
INSB ST. PETERSBURG

INSB NORDIC

INSB U.K
INSB ROMANIA

INSB NORTH WEST EUROPE

INSB ADRIATICA

INSB UKRAINE
INSB BULGARIA

INSB MONACO

INSB TURKEY
INSB MEA SAL
INSB LIBYA

INSB LAS PALMAS
INSB U.S.A. INC

INSB
EGYPT

INSB DOMINICA

INSB U.A.E.

INSB CARIBBEAN

INSB PHILIPPINES INC

INSB AMERICASLATIN AMERICA

INSB CYPRUS

INSB NIGERIA LTD

INSB INDONESIA

INSB SRI LANKA

INSB BRASIL

INSB SOUTH PACIFIC LTD
INSB ARGENTINA

Global
Reflections
We perform a variety of technical compliance services due to our performance
focus and knowledge on the application of numerous ship safety standards and
instruments.
Our globally stationed specialists, understand your service expectations from a
trusted partner as you navigate a complex marine ecosystem.
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YACHTS IN SPOTLIGHT - UPCOMING IN YEAR 2022
Head Office - Piraeus, Greece
Regional offices
Field Stations
New locations in 2022

Upcoming resident Yacht survey locations in 2022:
_ Barcelona, Spain (Yacht Expert)
_ Nice, France (Yacht Expert)

insb.gr
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INSB CLASS

CEO MESSAGE

EDITORIAL

CEO
Statement
GETTING NEXT-GEN READY
Although the year 2021 remained largely influenced by managing
the pandemic and the emergence of new virus variants, INSB Class
continued to deliver confidence and trust to its clients amid shifting
patterns and change. We achieved favourable outcomes in both
corporate and operational contexts as a result of our ongoing growth
and expansion, while optimism and eagerness of industry actors to
reconnect and return to a much-desired operational normalcy was
gradually recuperating.

We aim to be a more integrated,
technologically advanced organization
that helps our members and clients
be more effective and efficient in an
evolving marketplace.

In the last few years, the global shipping industry has seen
a tremendous shift. Changing markets, shifting sanctions,
digitization trends, increased energy demand and global
expectations for a rapid green transition, chart highly
challenging waters to navigate.

Synchronously, throughout 2021, our surveying and
certification activity increased across all of our core
business areas of Shipping, Yachting, and Offshore. This
expansion was fueled by raising demand in a variety of
markets.

Geopolitics, distribution networks, and the availability of
commodities have all become more volatile as a result of
the escalating conflict in Ukraine, necessitating ongoing
vigilance and monitoring.

As a mission-driven organization, safety has always been
our fundamental priority. While continuously monitoring
developments, novelties and regulatory changes, the
focus of our actions remained spot-on decreasing risk,
enhancing safety and bolstering fleet support as part
of a coordinated, long-term team effort. This is more
important than ever, particularly in times of constant and
unpredictable change.

Today’s strategy must be in sync with the ever-changing
external environment. It must be adaptable enough to
constantly change and adapt to external and internal
conditions while aiming to deliver positive results.
Based on our triennial strategic plan 2021-2023, titled
“Embracing Challenges-Enabling Change,” we positively
progressed our goals and development priorities, including
the implementation of a series of initiatives in the Shipping,
Yachting, and Offshore segments, with the ambition of
expanding our footprint, performance, and reputation
as a trusted ship classification provider for international
shipping.
Our dedication and commitment to fostering constant
recognition and corporate awareness resulted in
supplemental flag recognitions, which represent even more
options for our clientele in working with us.

10
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Walking the digital route, we continued to advance our
digital capabilities, which are currently in development
phase and expected to be operational by late 2022.

Recognizing that strong corporate leadership is essential
to achieving sustained value creation and growth, we
prioritized the enhancement of our manpower and the
continuous effort of our people to evolve and adapt to the
ever-changing needs and maintained a strong oversight
over our quality and performance metrics as essential
components to our collective endeavors.

INSB Class has a significant focus on using technological
solutions and tools to enhance its efficacy and provide
more added value for users of our deliverables in a world
of constant digital connectivity and demand.
As we move forward, we are prepared to make the most
of the synergies and collaborations that have been built or
established with INSB Class and to amplify the combined
efforts that we are taking in the direction of safety,
sustainability, and innovation.
It has always been clear to us that when we work together,
not only do we improve, but we also become stronger and
are able to accomplish more.
It is at times like these that INSB Class emerges as an
organization that is not only trustworthy now, but also a
dependable and knowledgeable marine partner for the
new era of our industry.

Complementing our service chain with selective additions
of experienced and talented marine surveyors to our
global network of field stations aided in expanding further
our local technical reach and assistance for our clients in
key shipping regions.

insb.gr

PANTELIS CHINAKIS-GLARAS
President & MD, INSB Class
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MANAGEMENT TEAM

INSB CLASS

Team
Leadership
PRESIDENT & MANAGING DIRECTOR

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

Pantelis
Chinakis Glaras
Pantelis is responsible for the society’s
overall leadership, corporate strategy
and growth, supported by his Executive
Team. He sets the vision and promotes
the welfare and sustainability for the
organization.

Yiannis
Liberopoulos
Yiannis manages the corporate operations
in the full spectrum of accounting &
finance to promote and sustain sound
financial performance.

INSB Class strategic directions are designed

TECHNICAL DIRECTOR

not only to respond to industry challenges,
integrating advancing technologies in
our operational framework or ensuring

Christos
Efstathiou

organizational effectiveness but also aims for
keeping INSB Class long term relevant and
next-gen ready while deepening its market
preference, confidence and trust by stakeholders.

Christos oversees the corporate technical
activities and applied standards. He
monitors the technical evolutions of
the industry and promotes technical
knowledge within the organization.

VICE PRESIDENT A’

TECHNICAL MANAGER

Strategy today needs to align itself
with the fluid nature of the external
environment. It must be flexible
enough to change constantly and
to adapt to outside and internal
conditions while aspiring to deliver
favorable results.
Zero pollution, decarbonization, digitalization,
technological evolution of ships, safety and
security regulatory compliance and effective
enforcement are all topics that the maritime
world is being tested by and will need to
address now and in the years to come.
Our strategic direction and initiatives are
forward-thinking and intentionally ambitious
while acknowledging the possibility of
occurrence of constraints and uncertainties that
will have an impact on how the scheduled or
more novel elements of the strategy will in fact
unfold, including timely availability of required
resources.
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VICE PRESIDENT B’
Nikos
Nesteroulis
Nikos is engaged to promote the
organization’s international relations
and partnerships programs, enhance its
external communications and assist with
the business development.

ANNUAL REVIEW 2021

Kostas
Kounougeris

Gerasimos
Karapistolis

Kostas has been assigned with the
management and development of
the corporate activities relevant to
the organisation services in the Greek
Shipping domain

Gerasimos supports the corporate
technical management activities and
ensures a consistent and quality service
is provided to customers. Gerasimos also
offers technical guidance and assistance to
the society’s surveyors.

insb.gr
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STRATEGY

INSB CLASS

01

03

HR & ESG STANDARDS

TECHNOLOGY TOOLS

Strengthen people’s capabilities, talents, and continuous
professional development

Digitalizing our operations

Investing more in HR competence & knowledge building,
sharpening existing skills, develop new ones and ensure
continuous collective competence is maintained and evolved
in line with new regulatory demands

Upgrade business systems, optimize service chain
Enhancing internal capacities and customer experience

Activate UN Sustainable Goals selection & adoption

Our corporate strategic epicenter
is built around five core areas:

Strategy
Initiatives
02
BRAND DEVELOPMENT

Improve brand awareness and stakeholder confidence for
INSB Class service deliverables in shipping, yachting and
offshore segments
Attain supplemental ISO Standard certifications showcasing
our tangible commitment to responsible business practices

05

04

COMPLIANCE AND RISK
MANAGEMENT

DRIVING GROWTH AND
DEVELOPMENT

Maintain compliance with global,
regional, and local regulations

Enhance service chain

Mitigate risks associated with
business continuity, build resilience.

Expand reach and local markets footprint,
promote synergies, capitalize on organic
growth
Create continuously improving customer
service, deliver robust and economically
smart service solutions

14
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TEAM REPORT

INSB CLASS

BUILDING STRENGTH
FROM WITHIN
Forging an inclusive corporate culture that attracts, retains
and supports talent development and career paths is today
more relevant than ever.

Making informed decisions.
Taking consistent
steps forward.
The year 2021 presented its own
unique set of difficulties and
underlying opportunities.
While operating in a postpandemic setting, with rising
demands for innovative
technologies and decarbonization
and a gradually improving
market environment, INSB Class
demonstrated year-on-year strong
operating performance and
secured positive activity results in
an orchestrated team endeavour.

Recognizing that the human element is vital to safe and
responsible operations, investment in the constant effort
of our people to evolve and adapt to the ever-changing
demands and emerging needs, stood high in our strategic
priorities.
Our approach to performance management is systematic;
we track our progress against a variety of established
operational metrics and make use of data intelligence to
measure and assess our performance results, while also
fostering an environment where our members feel valued
and safe.
By implementing such a strategy, combined with a
persistent emphasis on quality, the management team
instilled emphasis to our people about the importance of
developing collective internal dynamics as an enabler for
delivering distinct services and high level of support to
our clients. Most importantly as a vehicle for developing
positive change in response to emerging challenges and
opportunities
in order to advance the organization to the next level.
DEEPENING TRUST
AND RECOGNITION
Upcycle of market conditions resulted to increased activity
demand for INSB Class survey and certification services.
At the end of the reporting period our total fleet count
reached 4668 resulting in a +3% when compared to the
preceding year, with noteworthy entries from Shipping,
Yachting and Offshore sectors, adhering to the INSB Class
classification register.
Equally in the year elapsed, our professionals have been
dedicated and supportive to our clients on national and
global scale, and completed 3448 ship classification and
compliance survey assignments, reflecting a slight increase
of +6%, when compared against year 2020.
Our remote survey and inspection scheme was also
deployed for vessels that resided in remote or restrictive
locations, thereby assisting our clients in avoiding
time delays and possibly disruptions to their operating
commitments.

16
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Board Review
“The Executive Management Team at INSB Class is determined to
developing positive change in response to emerging challenges and
opportunities in order to advance the organization to the next level in a
sustainable and collectively orchestrated endeavor”

In 2021, 48 remote classification
surveys and 14 management systems
audits were successfully conducted.
In order to give our clients more
options for the survey and delivery
of statutory-related services, we
continued to broaden INSB Class’s
recognition by flag states on a global
scale, as part of the deployment
of our entrusted governmental
activities.
During 2021, INSB Class received
three (3) additional RO delegations
by the governments of Libya, Sierra
Leone and the Philippines, whereby
at the end of December 2021, 39 flag
administrations in total had assigned
and entrusted INSB Class with RO/
RSO duties.
Demand for our services delivery
within the Greek shipping market
domain continued were developed
substantially. Our order book for
new buildings in the Greek market
remained strong, with 44 new
building projects successfully
delivered and initially certified.

platform that will provide high
interconnectivity, increase efficiency
as well as information reliability, and
include electronic certificates, digital
archive and verification tools and
modules.

practices which also creates a more
holistic context for the rendering of
our services.

RAISING OUR
QUALITY REACH

In a business and economic
landscape where confidence is
paramount and independent
technical expertise and risk
management are in increasing
demand, INSB Class will continue to
expand its broad competence and
resource base in order to better serve
its customers.

Throughout the year in review,
the management team have had
an evolved focus for continuous
performance and risk management.
Our performance in relation to the
European & Asian Port State Control
Regimes has been closely monitored
throughout the year, and new fleet
control oversight has also been
implemented. As a result, our overall
detention ratio decreased further
with no any RO related detention
case being recorded.

Becoming a more connected and
digitally enabled organization
remained amongst the key priorities
for the management team.

Showcasing our commitment for
continued improvement in quality
and excellence, the management
team shortlisted the supplemental
ISO Standards that the organization
will pursue as of year 2022 and
onwards, being relevant to Business
Continuity, Information Management
and Risk Management areas.

Throughout the course of the year,
our devoted task force continued to
work toward the digitalization of our
services, which are being placed on
a new web-based, scalable online

As a Business-to-Business entity, the
management team recognized that
by having additional ISO certifications
is a tangible demonstration of
commitment to responsible business

LOOKING
FORWARD

As we move forward, we are prepared
to maximize standing synergies
and explore new collaborations
with a goal of enhancing our interindustry activity but most importantly
continue to be relevant and stay close
to our customers and trustees, at
an industry which is under constant
change.
Guided by our corporate mission,
our deep-rooted values and our
people, we will aim to become more
widely recognized and preferred
organization and build a stronger
portfolio within Shipping Yachting
and Offshore market areas while
maintaining a strong sense of
commitment towards safety and
performance.

EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT TEAM
INSB Class

insb.gr
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INSB CLASS

SHIPPING

Supporting
performance &
Safety

FLEET VIEW 2021

per type ratio
27%
General
Cargo

In comparison to the previous year consolidated fleet
(4541 vessels), the overall register grew by +3%.

SURVEY ACTIVITY 2021

Tankers

10%

NEW FLEET ADDITIONS DURING 2021

In the course of year 2021, 599 existing ships newly
entered with INSB Class register. Out of these, vessels
flying the flags of international registers accounted for 112
ships while 487 were registered under the Greek flag.

In addition to the ship survey and certification services
provided in 2021, a total of 1192 reviews and various
technical approvals involving both foreign and Greek fleet
were accomplished.

57

MARINE SYSTEMS ACTIVITY 2021

Overall audit activity segmentation:
ISM CODE 48,5%

|

ISPS CODE 25,5%

| MLC, 26%

7%
Fishing

5%

Bulk
Carriers

599 ships newly entered

Highlight

588 audits & inspections

20%
Offshore

Belize

1192 appraisal tasks

On a global scale, and during the year 2021, INSB Class
surveyors completed a number of 3448 classification
and statutory survey assignments, with 545 surveys
performed to vessels flagged with various foreign flag
registries and 2903 inspections and safety checks related
to vessels and units flying the Greek Flag, in accordance
with the national safety regulations.

4%

Livestock

14%

APPROVALS ACTIVITY 2021

3448 assignments

9%
Ro- Ro
Pax

Greece

Others

As of the end of the year elapsed, the INSB Class overall
fleet totalled 4668 vessels, that included a balanced and
well-diversified combined register of various ship types
flagged under foreign flag jurisdictions (454 ships) and
smaller vessels under the Greek national registration (4214
units).

Tugs
Supply

15%
7%

Throughout 2021, our surveying and
certification activity increased across the
Shipping, Yachting, and Offshore segments,
fueled by rising demand for INSB Class
survey and certification services, in a
variety of markets.

11%

33%
St. Vincent

ships newly certified
under the ISM Code
criteria in 2021

Highlight

48

11%

At the end of
December 2021, the
INSB Class aggregate
tonnage remained
fairly stable, totalling
to 3.3 M gt.

Gabon

13%
Panama

9%
Togo

remote surveys &
inspections were
undertaken in 2021

5%
Others

FLEET VIEW 2021
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YACHTING

INSB CLASS

300+
Yachts comprised
our roster at the
end of year 2021

2021

Notable Yacht entries
CD TWO
GT : 316 | Built: 1995 | Length :43 mts | Flag: Cook Islands
Type: Commercial | Service: Classification

161

Greek Safety
Commercial Yacht
inspections (PEXEPAs)
have been delivered
by INSB Class between
2019-2021

Yachting
Activity
During the reviewing year, the INSB Class Yacht
classification program gained more pace and
a favourable degree of preference, allowing us
to expand our corporate yachting lineage in
the midst of a significantly improving yachting
industry.

After overcoming the challenges presented by 2020, the
wider yachting industry experienced a significant recovery
in 2021.
The demand for new build superyachts across all categories
and sizes has shown to be resilient, as sales and charter
volumes returned to pre-pandemic levels.
Our care for the yachting industry has continued to gain
attention and growing market preference.
Our dedicated yacht classification program gained gradual
traction resulting in a number of yachts enrolling in INSB
Class throughout the preceding operational period.
The majority were yachts engaged in commercial trade
while some private yachts also opted for voluntary
classification.
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130

2021

YACHTING TRENDS
ECOFRIENDLY YACHTS
Yacht Industry to consider
environmental footprint with focus
on the development of electric
motor yachts and possible use of
renewables.
Efforts regarding sustainability,
ecology, and responsibility into every
aspect of yacht design and operation.

EXPLORER YACHTS
Continued to rise in popularity.

YACHT CUSTOMISATION
The request of larger and more
exclusive yachts continues to grow.

YACHT REFITS
Enhanced focus on maintenance,
refits and rebuilds spotted.

TWO KAY
GT : 208 | Built: 2001 | Length :34 mts | Flag: St. Vincent & the Grenadines
Type: Commercial | Service: Statutory

Yachts on INSB Class
register surpassing 24
meters in length

2021

Yacht categories
served

OVAL
GT : 195 | Built: 2006 | Length :31 mts | Flag: Greek
Type: Commercial | Service: Classification & Statutory

Pleasure Yachts, Sailboats
Small Commercial Yachts
Up to 24 Mts
Large Commercial Yachts
24 - 42mts
Mega Yachts
43mts and onwards

insb.gr
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INSB CLASS

KEY OFFSHORE ASSET TYPES SERVED IN 2021

Deepening
presence in
OFFSHORE
In year 2021, INSB Class’s widening
specialized services assisted our client
base address offshore regulatory
compliance, reduce risk, increase asset
lifecycles, and ensure operational
safety during the preceding operating
period.
During the same time span, 20%
of our total aggregate registered
tonnage was comprised of Floating
Installations assets under the INSB
Class register, demonstrating our
continued capability to serve Mobile
Offshore Drilling Units, Floating
Production Storage and Offloading
Vessels, FSUs and other specialized
types of offshore support vessels.

2021
Notable entries

The oil and gas industry
recovered positively in 2021, with
oil prices returning to high levels,
sparking a significant recovery
for the offshore sector.
Throughout the year 2021 and
its positive momentum, INSB
Class continued to gain traction
and trust and supported its
offshore clients by successfully
completing a variety of offshore
classification survey and
certification assignments,
relevant to various asset types
across popular African and South
American offshore regions.

FSO
OSV

8%
33%
29%

BARGES
DRILLING

#Upstream and Midstream
supply chains served in 2021
With the purpose of witnessing and
certifying the required operational
safety, INSB Class surveyors conducted
planned visits and provided a full suite
of technical inspection, assessment,
and verification services to assets
operating in the Upstream and
Midstream sectors of the offshore
industry in 2021.
SKOUL LOUET
TYPE: OFFSHORE SUPPLY-AHTS-DYN
GT: 1733 | BUILT: 2011
FLAG: ST. VINCENT & THE GRENADINES

SIANNA
TYPE: SELF ELEV. PLATFORM
L x B: 38,43 x 40 MTS
GT: 2848 | BUILT: 1979

SKOUL GWENN
TYPE: OFFSHORE SUPPLY-AHTS-DYN
GT: 1733 | BUILT: 2012
FLAG: ST. VINCENT & THE GRENADINES

20%

offshore contribution to
the overall aggregate
tonnage

ANNUAL REVIEW 2021

10%

SELF. ELEV

FLAG: ST. VINCENT & THE GRENADINES
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11%

TUGS

9%

DOMESTIC ACTIVITIES

INSB CLASS

Signaling
progress and
growth.

By issuing initial certification to forty-four (44) new
projects during the same operational period, INSB Class
newbuilding supervision activity continued to increase,
displaying technical competence and fostering growing
confidence among local ship operators.
Metrics for Quality & Performance
INSB Class is particularly quality focused and performance
oriented. During the year in review fourteen (14) Internal
and twelve (12) External VCAs were conducted with
successful results. Areas that were examined included
reviews of surveyors’ technical performance and
implementation of processes for new building supervision
activities.
At the same reporting period, our client-based
assessments and reviews demonstrated a 98% satisfaction
rate while eleven (11) |Surveyors Monitoring and on-board
surveying activity performance assessment were positively
undertaken.

Through the efforts of our Greek Shipping
Division, which manages and carries out all
survey and certification work for our Greek
flagged domestic trading fleet, INSB Class
domestic survey and certification activities
have maintained a growth trajectory and
recorded solid operational performance
and results over the past operating period,
coinciding with the industry’s reawakening.

Just before year end, the 8th consecutive annual
surveyor’s refreshment training seminar was held virtually
on 16 and 17 December 2021.

Ship inspection activities
have been freed up with
the application of remote
survey techniques, which
were effectively employed in
instances where accessing the
ship or transporting inspectors
was rationally difficult.

Growth ready
The year 2021 was described as the second year of the
corona scarcity, with partially declining levels however,
due primarily to increased global vaccination rates.
Simultaneously, marine activity gradually increased its
operational volumes on both the national and international
levels.
With +487 vessels entering the INSB Class register for
the first time the past year, our survey and certification
operations for the Greek domestic marine segment showed
consistent growth and progress throughout the year in
review.
Listing 4214 active vessels on record in our Greek fleet
Register as of the end of 2021, we saw a modest rise of +3%
compared to the previous year.
We issued or endorsed 3,683 safety certifications
after delivering 2,903 surveys and inspections in 2021,
representing a +5,6% increase in survey activity when
compared to similar figures of activity for 2020.
Throughout the year, our Ship inspection activities have
been freed up and supported with the application of
remote survey techniques, which were employed in cases
where accessing the ship or transporting inspectors was
rationally difficult.

24
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SAFETY CERTIFICATIONS

+5,6%

DOMESTIC FLEET GROWTH

GREEK FLEET

Highlight 1

In early April 2021, INSB Class proudly welcomed to its ship classification register, the
two (2) specialized Firefight Patrol Boats, “P.S.15 ARHIGOS P.S. KOKKINAKIS” &“P.S.16
DOKIMOS PYROSVESTIS POULIOS”, with each vessel having a LOA=28,20mts and
engine output of 2xMTU, 2x2720KW, both build in 2010 at ONEX Neorion Shipyards

+3%

insb.gr
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INSB CLASS

New building project
On April 2021, INSB Class successfully delivered and
initially certified the RO-RO Pax “PROTOPOROS XVI”,
flagged under the Greek flag, intended for regional
domestic voyages.

Measuring
Performance

4214

Active vessels
YEAR

2021

INSB Class provides a full range of survey
and certification services for new building
projects and fleet in service comprised
of various types of boats and vessels that
must comply with the Greek National
Maritime Safety rules, under the capacity of

GREEK FLEET

Highlight 2

During 2021, INSB Class successfully classified two (2) specialized floating docks,,
registered under the Greek flag, and operated by Piraeus Port Authority.

a Recognized Organization as delegated by

2903

the Greek Ministry of Maritime Affairs and
Insular Policy.

Surveys performed
YEAR

2021

3683

Certificates issued

On average, the influx of newly
registered Greek flagged ships stood at
41 per month. In total, 487 new vessels
flying the Greek Flag with an influx of
25.868 GT entered INSB Class in 2021.

YEAR

2021

26
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INSB CLASS

Elevating Flag
Recognitions

INSB Class
RO Status 2021

FLAG FUNCTIONS

Expanding scope
of delegation

Barbados
Belarus
Belize
Cape Verde
Commonwealth of Dominica
Cook Islands
Costa Rica
Equatorial Guinea
Gabon
Greece (National Legislation)
Guinea – Bissau

Throughout the past year, several
Model Agreements received updates,
additions of new instruments and were
subject to mutual revalidation, with the
below delegating States:
•
•
•
•

By the end of December 2021,
39 Governmental Authorities
listed INSB Class amongst their
Recognized Organizations
for the performance of
classification surveys and issue
certificates in accordance with
international conventions and
domestic laws.

MARCH 2021 | Panama
MAY 2021 | Honduras
AUG 2021 | Com. of Dominica
OCT 2021 | Barbados

HIGHLIGHT

As an authorized Recognized
Organization, INSB Class
performs surveying and
certification activities
directly relevant to the major
international conventions and
codes for and on behalf of the
delegating flag states.

Throughout the year in review, use
of virtual conferences and meetings
remained broadly utilized.
In July 2021 INSB Class participated
to the RO Meeting organized by
Panama Maritime Authority and to the
Marshall Islands Classification Society
Consultive Committee Meeting (for
Recognized Organizations (ROs) held
remotely on 30 November 2021 with
a broad agenda being presented and
discussed.

MARCH 2021

AUGUST 2021

SEPTEMBER 2021

INSB Class obtains RO status by Libyan Flag State

INSB Class delegated by Philippines (MARINA)

Effective 26th March 2021 INSB Class received delegation
as a Recognized Organization by the LIBYAN Ports &
Maritime Transport Authority (LP & MTA).

On the 19th August 2021, INSB Class concluded and
confirmed its RO status by the Maritime Industry
Authority of the Philippines (MARINA).

INSB Class appointed with RO Status by Sierra Leone
Ship Registry

The delegated functions entrusted to INSB Class consist of
the performance of plan approvals, classification, statutory
surveys and related certification under the Libya’s national
legislative context as well as relevant Conventions as
adopted by the State of Libya.

According to the signed Memorandum of Agreement
(MOA) INSB Class received full authorization to perform
statutory survey and classification services leading to the
issue of pertinent certification for Philippine shipping
companies and their Philippine registered ships, including
Mobile Offshore Units.

The Agreement validation event took place at the INSB
Class Representation offices in Istanbul, Turkey at the
presence of the President of Libyan Ports & Maritime
Transport Authority, Eng. Omar A. Algawashi and its
Director for Maritime Affairs, Eng. Rajab A. Haman.
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Honduras
Jamaica
Jordan
Kenya
Lebanon
Libya
Madagascar
Marshall Islands (Yachts only)
Mongolia
Nigeria
Niue
Palau
Panama
Philippines
Republic of Congo
Republic of Guinea
San Marino (Yachts only)
Sierra Leone
St. Kitts & Nevis
St. Vincent & the Grenadines
Sudan
Syria
Tanzania
The Kingdom of Cambodia
Togo
Union of Comoros
Vanuatu

The latter accreditation and RO delegation was awarded
to INSB Class following a broad context of assessment
and review activities by MARINA, inclusive of a successful
virtual audit which confirmed INSB Class compliance
with MARINA’s applicable policies and the IMO RO Code
requirements.

ANNUAL REVIEW 2021

On the 2nd September 2021, INSB Class announced that
was awarded Recognized Organization (RO) status by the
Sierra Leone Maritime Administration (SL MARAD for the
performance of ship related classification and statutory
surveys leading to the issue of pertinent certification for
ships flying the Sierra Leone flag.
Such an RO authorization status was granted to INSB Class
following an onsite flag state RO audit and assessment to
its Head Office, which confirmed INSB Class compliance
with SL MARAD’s policies and regulations as well as the
IMO RO Code requirements.
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INSB CLASS
TRENDS ON FUEL AND UPDATES
DURING 2021

Turning
Maritime
Greener
Year 2021 saw increasing attention and
debate aiming to identify the possible options
for turning maritime greener sustainably
while there was a rise in interest and
discussion over the identification of viable
technological and fuel options for addressing
the decarbonisation challenge in a feasible
and sustainable manner.

LNG
With a more mature technology and
availability, LNG demand increased
AMMONIA
The Approvals in Principals ( AIPs)
obtained during 2021, increased
ammonia’s utilisation prospects
GREEN METHANOL
the green methanol fuel alternative was
explored as a step-milestone towards
decarbonisation.

HIGHLIGHT 1 | Green Corridors
A number of Ports adopted a more decisive stance
towards decarbonisation by introducing green shipping
corridors and green incentives for ships that satisfy
emission standards or use alternative fuels.

HIGHLIGHT 2 | Fit for 55 package
On 14 July 2021 the European Commission adopted the
EU’s “Fit for 55” package, which includes a proposal for a
revision of the renewable energy directive. The proposal
is to increase the current EU-level target of at least 32%
of renewable energy sources in the overall energy mix to
at least 40% by 2030.

The IMO’s demanding environmental goals have
prompted a number of technological endeavours
in search of suitable solutions to assist the marine
industry in meeting the challenge.

HIGHLIGHT 3 | Fuel EU Maritime Proposal

New possible green technology and the objectives
and strict timelines of the IMO’s ambitious plan
for decarbonization were among the most often
discussed topics throughout the last year.
Apart from the survey and certification functions
linked to the main IMO Conventions and Codes, as
part of our RO delegations, during year 2021, INSB
Class performed several survey and certification
services relevant to environmentally related statutory
instruments, including:

GREEN CORRIDORS & THE EEXI/CII
as supplemental pathways in the quest
for decarbonisation.

The FuelEU Maritime Proposal establishes a long-term
framework for reducing emissions by expanding the use
of sustainable alternative fuels in European shipping and
ports. In addition, the proposal requires ship operators to
comply with maximum limitations on the GHG intensity
of the energy consumed on board.

FUELS OF THE FUTURE.
ONE UNIVERSAL CHALLENGE.
MANY POSSIBLE OPTIONS.

BATTERY POWERED SHIPS AND CELL
FUELS
being explored more strongly
HYDROGEN
another possible solution with zero
carbon foot print
WIND ASSISTED PROPULSION
receiving more recognition and gaining
traction

Several studies and reports have
indicated that the fuels of the future will
be more diverse, more interconnected
with the required infrastructure and
the energy market to generate multiple
sustainable energy choices for shipping
while reducing emissions

CAPTURED CO2
could be turned into carbon-neutral fuels,
but many technological advances are
required

THE GLOBAL ROUTE TO ZERO SHIPPING
EMISSIONS

- Ballast Water Management
- Inventory of Hazardous Materials and Ship Recycling
- Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) & SEEMP
- International Ship Energy Efficiency Certificate
- Fuel oil consumption Statement of Compliance
- Mandatory annual IMO DCS reporting
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Following the IMO’s GHG strategy, potential
pathways to zero emission shipping have
been at the forefront of shipping talks in
recent years.
The more ambitious the goal, the greater
the need for coordination and cooperation
across all industry stakeholders to secure
the availability of alternative fuels and to
scale up the infrastructure and technologies
required to meet the challenge.
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PERFORMANCE

Metrics and
Data

2021 | TOTAL GT BY SEGMENT

GROSS TONNAGE

20%

65%

15%

OFFSHORE

SHIPPING

GREEK DOMESTIC

3.3M

2015-2021 | TOTAL GT & FLEET COUNT GROWTH
2021 | REMOTE SURVEY ACTIVITY

48

Remote Survey & Audit
assignments completed in
2021

2012-2021 | GREEK DOMESTIC VESSELS
#FLEET EVOLUTION

2021 | INSB CLASS
PSC PERFORMANCE

0,28%

RO Related
Detention rate
in 2021

4214

ACTIVE VESSELS

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2015-2021 | GREEK DOMESTIC VESSELS

2021 | INSB CLASS
PSC STATUS

32%

RO-RO PAX

PSC REGION

INSPECTIONS

RO RELATED
DETENTIONS

PARIS

164

0

TOKYO

10

0

BLACK SEA

167

0

USCG

16

1

357

1

TOTALS

36%

173

NEW BUILDS
DELIVERED

ANNUAL REVIEW 2021

10%

FISHING

8%

BARGES

5%

CREW BOATS

4%

TUGS

#BUILD2DESIGN

32

RECREATIONAL PAX

insb.gr

5%

OTHER TYPES
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ACHIEVEMENTS

JANUARY 2021
FAMILIARISATION AND UPDATE FOR OVERSEAS SURVEYOR NETWORK
Between 18-22 January 2021, INSB Class held virtually a dedicated induction
and familiarisation training for its overseas network of surveyors and auditors,
which aimed to increase awareness and understanding of INSB Class survey
requirements and best practices as well as analysed upcoming ship survey and
regulatory compliance requirements for implementation.

MARCH 2021
INSB LIBYA STATION LAUNCHED
As of March 2021, INSB Class increased its market representation with the
official opening of a survey station in Libya.
The survey station, based in Tripoli, expanded further the international network
of INSB Class survey operations, tasked also to engage directly with the Libyan
Ports & Maritime Transport Authority (LP & MTA) following the validation of a
new statutory authorization agreement with INSB Class.
The Delegation Agreement validation event took place at the INSB Class
Representation office in Istanbul, Turkey at the presence of the President of
Libyan Ports & Maritime Transport Authority, Eng. Omar A. Algawashi and its
Director for Maritime Affairs, Eng. Rajab A. Haman.
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Stories of the Year 2021

INSB CLASS

JULY 2021 | NOVEMBER 2021
PROMOTING DIALOGUE WITH FLAG STATES
INSB Class participated in the Recognized Organizations Meeting that was
organized by the Panama Maritime Authority in July 2021and to the Marshall
Islands Classification Society Consultive Committee Meeting for Recognized
Organizations (ROs) that was held remotely on November 30, 2021.
Such technical meetings hosted by the respective Flag States, featured a
comprehensive agenda for safety and upcoming regulatory compliance and
implementation which was were presented and discussed.

DECEMBER 2021
ANNUAL TRAINING FOR GREEK DOMESTIC NETWORK
Year 2021 saw several initiatives and incentives relevant to surveyors and staff
professional development and knowledge updating.
Between 16 and 17 December 2021, the 9th surveyors annual training event for
Greek Domestic Network of Surveyors was successfully hosted remotely where
a broad scope of technical topics relevant to the INSB Class inspection and
certification for domestic vessels along with best practices were analysed and
presented.
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SERVICE POINTS

INSB CLASS

INSB Class
Locations
INSB CLASS- HEAD OFFICE

WORLDWIDE NETWORK
INSB AMERICAS- LATIN AMERICA _
Ricardo J. Alfaro Avenue, El Dorado, 16
West Street, Office 16, Po Box 083000968, Panama City, Panama
T: +507 279 1474
E: americas@insbamericas.com
latintech@insbamericas.com
INSB ARGENTINA _
277 Peru Str, 3rd Floor- Dept "2"
(C1067AEE) Ciudad Autonoma De
Buenos Aires, Argentina
T: +54 11 5235 5423
E: issb.arg@sascgroup.com
INSB BRASIL _
03 Venezuela Avenue, 11th Floor
Suite 1111, Saude - (20081-311),
Rio De Janeiro, Brasil
T: +55 21 2253 4918, 2233 3353
E: insb.bra@sascgroup.com

8 Kantharou & Sachtouri
185 37, Piraeus Greece
T: +30 210 4184172, 4532529
E: insb@insb.gr
W: www.insb.gr

INSB BULGARIA _
11 Vazrazhdane Street,
Bourgas 8000, Bulgaria
T: +359 56 879040,879050
E: office@insb-bulgaria.com
W: www.insb-bulgaria.com
INSB CARIBBEAN _
30-32 Red Hills Road, Unit 38
Kingston 10, Jamaica
T: +1 8764090412
E: insb.caribbean@gmail.com

Our presence
Where we operate

INSB CYPRUS _
143, Spyrou Kyprianou Avenue,
Chrysanthou Business Center 3083
Limassol, P.O. Box 56889-3310,
Cyprus
T: +357 25 004555
E: info@insb-cy.com

Operating in more than 50 countries, our
professionals are dedicated to helping our
customer base delivering accredited services
to clients with agility and speed of response,
wherever they operate.

INSB DOMINICA _
31 Camila Henriquez Urena str., Mirador
Norte, Distrito Nacional, 10114, Santo
Domingo, Dominican Republic
T: +1 809 784 9662
E:insbcaribe@gmail.com

Through its eight regional stations supported
by 100+ surveyors and professionals, INSB
Class has the ability to deliver high expertise
and value added customer experience.
As a trusted partner, INSB Class offers
wide array of marine solutions that go
beyond simple compliance with regulations
and standards, reducing risk, improving
performance and promoting sustainable
development.

INSB EGYPT _
20 El Lewaa Mahmoud Hamdy Str. from
Fouad Str., Alexandria, Egypt
T: + 2033 9237 16
E: egypt@insb-mea.com

MAIN OFFICES
INSB INDONESIA _
Bumi Eraska Cibuburm, Blok D2. No 75,
RT.06, RW.04, Jati Raden, Jati Sampurna
Jl, Kranggan Raya, Bekasi 17434 Indonesia
T: +62 8128 923 8674
E: doniarsal.nurdin@insb-indonesia.com
INSB LIBYA _
Ground floor, Haiti Street, Adjacent to
Libya Air Lines
T: +218 91 0404 9444
E: insb.ly@insb.ly
INSB LAS PALMAS _
11, Leopardi Str., 35005, Las Palmas,
Canary Islands, Spain
T: +34 928 240059
E: insb.sweurope@gmail.com
INSB MEA SAL _
Zalka, Main Road., White Building
1st Floor, Beirut , Lebanon
T: +961 4 710246, 715928, 712941
E: admin@insb-mea.com
W: www.insb-mea.com
INSB NIGERIA LTD _
8 Liverpool Road, Gra Apapa,
Lagos, Nigeria
T: +234 1 7367265 , 7741189
E: survey@insb-nigeria.com
W: www.insb-nigeria.com
INSB NORDIC AB _
Storgatan 6, 57450
Ekenässjön, Sweden
T: +46 11 287830
E: mail@insb.se
W: www.insb.se
INSB NORTH WEST EUROPE _
Hogebaan 51, Bus2 ,B-2960, Brecht
Belgium
T: +32 3 225 0128
E: info@insb-nw-europe.com
INSB PHILIPPINES INC _
4291 Emilia StreetScandic Palace
Building,
Unit 911, 1235 Makati, Philippines
T: +63 2 2242106
E: mail@insb.ph
W: www.insb.ph

INSB ROMANIA _
Str. Mircea cel Batran,No. 98,1st
Fl,900663,Constanta, Romania
T: +40 341453202
E: manager@insb-romania.com
INSB SRI LANKA _
No. 18/179B, Dabare Mawatha,
Colombo 05, Sri Lanka
T: +94 777 895992
E: insb_lanka@sltnet.lk
INSB SOUTH PACIFIC LTD _
Po Box 3104, Shortland Street,
Auckland 1140, New Zealand
T: +64 9 444 6873, 214 83725
E: kaz@insbsouthpacific.com
INSB TURKEY _
İçmeler Mh., Zinnur Sk., Lantana Plaza,
No:3, K:2, D:16, 34947, Tuzla
Istanbul, Turkey
T: +902 16 4941192-3, 4941164
E: insb@insb.com.tr
INSB U.A.E. _
Bur Dubai - Fahidi St. Firdaws Bldg.
Mezzanine Floor, Office No.2 - Dubai UAE
T: +380 55 2421540
E: info@insb-uae.org
INSB UKRAINE _
1, Odesskaya Sq., Kherson 73010,
Ukraine
T: +971 4 3598875
E: insb@mailx.in.ua
INSB UNITED KINGDOM _
56 Holland Park Road. London
W14 8LZ, United Kingdom
T: +442 07 6038520
E: elsmore@elsmoreshipping.com
INSB U.S.A INC _
801 Seabreeze Blvd. Fort Lauderdale,
Florida, 33316, USA
T: +1 954-462-8350
E: mail@insb-usa.com

ADDITIONAL INSB CLASS SURVEYOR LOCATIONS

Australia | Denmark | France | Ghana | Italy | Ivory Coast | Madagascar | Malta | Montenegro | Norway | Portugal
Romania | Russia | Singapore | South Africa | Spain | Sudan | Syria | Taiwan | Thailand Togo | Venezuela | Vietnam
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Building Trust. Shaping Safety

INSB Class, Head Office
8, Kantharou & Sachtouri Str.
18537, Piraeus-Greece
Phone
+30 210 4184172, 4532529, 4537993
Email
insb@insb.gr
www.insb.gr

Due care is taken to ensure that information provided herein is
accurate. However, INSB Class accepts no responsibility for any
inaccuracies in, or, changes to information.
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